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In-Game Walkthrough
*PASSWORD: notoriety

Opening questionnaire 
*NOTE: The questionnaire only appears on-screen at the start of Chapter 4 if you don’t use a 
save from Chapter 3 (which you can transfer over automatically).
e.g. This is an example of what this will look like on screen: 



IMPORTANT: If you use a save from Chapter 3, then it’s important to know if Dee took her 
birth control pills before a phone call from Cassandra on Day 41. 

If you selected “Take the pill” then at some point in Chapter 4, you will have the option to 
impregnate your daughter, or not. 
If you selected “Answer the phone”, then Dee will fall pregnant at some point before the 
game ends. You won’t get a choice.  

So be sure to check which option you picked on the morning of Day 41 for your daughter if 
you’re going to start Chapter 4 by using a save from Ch3. 



NOTE: If you don’t use a save from Chapter 3, then you will be required to manually put in 
your answers during the questionnaire, similar to what was required at the start of Chapters 1 
and 2. 

One of those questions is:

    

If you choose YES, then later on in Chapter 4, you will have the option to either try for a 
baby with your daughter, or not. 
If you choose NO, then Dee will fall pregnant at some point before the game end. So be sure 
to choose wisely here. 

IMPORTANT: For anyone who wants to stay on the Martin/F sharing path.

If you use a save from the end of Ch3, then you will have to make sure that before the end of 
the last chapter, that you:
- have the Martin/F Sharing path set to “Yes” 
- chose “Ask Martin” to keep an eye out for D at the competition afterparty on Day 42
- chose “Have sex with D” during the mansion room scene with D and F

If you fail to do these three things, then the Martin/F sharing path will not continue after Day 
45.  

If you DON’T use a save from the end of Ch3, then you will be required to manually enter in 
your answers for three questions regarding Martin.



The answers you need to choose if you want the Martin/F sharing path to continue are in 
BOLD BLUE below.

They will be: 
- Are you on the Martin/F Sharing path? Yes / No
- Who did F and Georgina ask to keep an eye out for D at the afterparty? Ruby / Martin
- What did D do with Martin? Oral pleasures / Have sex

Naturally, you can change the Martin/F sharing path from Yes to No (or vice-versa) in the 
Relationships menu whenever you want to.

Day 43

D and F at the doctors

• Her father -2 LOVE PTS / Her partner +2 LOVE PTS

D and F at the doctors

• Understand her +2 LOVE PTS / Convince her -2 LOVE PTS

F and D receive a message from Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Martin path. 
However, if you have one of the girls set to YES, you will receive a text message from one of 
them instead. 

F and D receive a message from Elena (Elena path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Elena path.

F and D receive a message from Jennifer (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Jennifer path.

F and D receive a message from Georgina (Georgina path)



*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Georgina path. 

F and D receive a message from Georgina and Elena (Georgina+Elena 
path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Georgina plus the Elena path. 
You will receive a message from both girls.

F and D receive a message from Elena and Jennifer (Elena+Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Elena plus the Jennifer path. 
You will receive a message from both girls.

D and F go hiking

• Tease her -2 LOVE PTS / Compliment her +2 LOVE PTS

D and F watch the sunset

• Cup her breasts +1 LOVE PT

D and F have sex in a tent

• Lay-down doggy / Face-to-face
• Change positions / Cum

*NOTE: As soon as you choose “Cum”, the sex scene will conclude. 

Day 44

D and F inside the cave

• Straight +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you choose “Left”, you will find a bag with a sex toy in it that you can use on 
your daughter later that night.



*How To Get Out of the Cave (Mini-Game)

You will have to click on the correct arrows in the right order to get out of the cave. 
The order is: LEFT > RIGHT > LEFT +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you choose “Give up”, you will automatically get out of the cave. However, you 
will lose -5 LOVE PTS

D and F down by the lake

• I agree -2 LOVE PTS  / What about…? +2 LOVE PTS 

• Stay +5 LOVE PTS

D and F head home

• Play with her breast / Tease her inner thigh
• Continue / Stop

• Keep doing it -4 LOVE PTS / Stop +4 LOVE PTS 

F gives D a full-body massage

• Continue as you are +2 LOVE PTS

• *Pull her cheeks apart

*NOTE: *This option is only available if the “anal” path set to YES

• Finger her / *Use the sex toy

*NOTE: “Use the sex toy” option is only available if you chose “Left” when you were 
looking for Dee in the cave. 

F and D sex scene

• Let her ride you / Grind against her ass
   
*NOTE: *You can only choose one of these sex positions above

• Continue / *Try anal

*NOTE: This option is only available if the “anal” path set to YES



F and D go to bed

• I agree +2 LOVE PTS / I’m not sure -2 LOVE PTS

Day 45

D phone conversation with Martin (Martin path)

NOTE: If you chose for Martin to “Have sex with D” in the mansion room on Day 42 
(during Chapter 3), then the Martin/F sharing path will continue here. 
Martin will return to Seaside later in Chapter 4. 

However, if you chose for Martin to receive “Oral pleasures” from D in the mansion room on 
Day 42 (during Chapter 3), then the Martin/F sharing path will END here. 
This path will now be set to “No”.

It will also end if you are on the Martin/F sharing path and Martin did not go up to the 
mansion room with D and F on Day 42 (during Chapter 3). 
This path will now be set to “No”.

If you want to remain on the Martin/F sharing path after this scene, simply go to the 
Relationship menu and change the status from “No” to “Yes”.

F and D are caught out by Cassandra

• Agree with her / Tell the truth

*NOTE: If you choose “Agree with her” and you are on the Cassandra path, this path will 
end and the Cassandra path will be set to “No”.
If you choose “Tell her the truth” and you are on the Cassandra path, this path will continue 
and the Cassandra path will still be set to “Yes”.

Mini-golf with D

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are NOT on the Elena path. 

• Red +3 LOVE PTS

• Lift up her skirt +3 LOVE PTS



• Drop panties +1 LOVE PT / Get em’ out +3 LOVE PTS

• Power drive +3 LOVE PTS

• Stop her -1 LOVE PT / Kiss her back +3 LOVE PTS

Mini-golf with D and Elena (Elena path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you ARE on the Elena path.

• Look up / Ignore her

*NOTE: If you choose “Look up” then during the shower scene, it will just be Dee and 
Elena. 
However, if you choose “Ignore her”, then during the shower scene, Dee and Elena will 
invite you to join them. 

Shower scene with D and Elena (Elena path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you ARE on the Elena path. 

At the nightclub with your daughter

• Get a drink (*This is the better option as more LOVE points are available)
• Beer -2 LOVE PTS / Cocktail +2 LOVE PTS
• The same +3 LOVE PTS

Dancing with D

• Don’t do it -10 LOVE PTS / Grind with her +10 LOVE PTS

• Grind with her 
• Lift her skirt  +2 LOVE PTS

Sex outside with D

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are NOT on the Georgina path. 

• Missionary / Doggy / Cowgirl



• Doggy

• Spank her +1 LOVE PT
 

• Spank her +1 LOVE PT

• Stop +1 LOVE PT / Spank her hard -3 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: After you have had sex with Dee in two positions, the option “Ending” will become 
available on the screen. 
Once you choose this, it will move onto the sex position. 

• Cum / Oral / *Anal

*This option is only available if Anal is set to “Yes” in the Relationships menu.
*NOTE: If you choose “Cum” then you won’t get Dee pregnant. The next time you have sex 
with her you will have the option to. 

Sex outside with D and Georgina (Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you ARE on the Georgina path. 

• Doggy / Cowgirl Duo

• Swap girls / Cum

D’s strange dream/nightmare

*NOTE: If you are NOT on the Martin/F sharing path, then Dee will have a dream about 
having a baby with F. 
However,  If you ARE on the Martin/F sharing path, then Dee will have a dream about 
having a baby with Martin. 

D masturbates thinking about Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are on the Martin/F sharing path. 



Day 46

D does yoga outside 

• Tease her pussy +2 LOVE PTS

Georgina mentions the idea to F about adopting D (Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are on the Georgina path. 

Cassandra comes to the house 

• I’m not so sure -5 LOVE PTS / I’d like to hear more +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: On the Cassandra path, she will daydream about Dee. Cassandra will give Dee a 
special gift. 

D and F visit the local veterinary clinic (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are on the Jennifer path.

D poses in wedding dresses at the local bridal store 

• Dress #1 +5 LOVE PTS / Dress #2 +10 LOVE PTS / Dress #3 +5 LOVE PTS

Photoshoot with D at the home studio

• Yeah, probably +5 LOVE PTS

• Party Dress / Professional / Bikini / Lingerie

*IMPORTANT: To gain +10 LOVE PTS, you must choose D’s outfits in this order: 
Party Dress > Professional > Bikini > Lingerie

Choosing the correct order will also give you a special bonus: the lingerie part of the shoot 
will run a bit longer and you can take some extra naughty photos of D.



F and D have a talk about their relationship

•  Wedding / Career / Relationship

•  Wedding
•  Say no more +4 LOVE PTS

•  Relationship
•  Agree with her +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: By choosing “Agree with her” it increases your chances of a perfect ending to the 
game. 

•  Whatever will be will be / Your future is important +5 LOVE PTS

*IMPORTANT: You will get both of these options above if you chose to “Take the pill” on 
Day 41. 
If you chose “Answer the phone” on Day 41, then D will fall pregnant before the end of the 
game.
This will be an UNPLANNED pregnancy. You will be ON the Pregnancy path.

However, if you chose “Take the pill”, you can choose one of these two options. 

•  “Whatever will be will be” (D will fall pregnant before the end of the game.) 
This will be a PLANNED pregnancy. You will be ON the Pregnancy path,

•  “Your future is important” (D will not fall pregnant, which is the best overall choice 
for her career.)
You will NOT be on the Pregnancy path,

*NOTE: In the final scene of this update - “F and D drive home from the studio”, you can 
decide if you want to be on the Pregnancy path or not. 
A “Pregnancy” option will become available in the Relationships Menu (click on D’s face in 
the top-right corner of your screen).



D and F have a date at the beach 

*NOTE: This scene will not happen if you are on the Jennifer path. 

•  I do +2 LOVE PTS

• Against the idea -5 LOVE PTS / For the idea +5 LOVE PTS

• Remove her panties +2 LOVE PTS 
• Finger her +2 LOVE PTS 

• Continue +3 LOVE PTS / Stop

*NOTE: If you choose “Stop” at any point then this scene will come to an early end. 

• Go easy on her +2 LOVE PTS 

D and F sex scene in the car

*VERY IMPORTANT: If the Pregnancy path is set to YES, then you will get Dee pregnant 
in this scene. 
Therefore, both D will be pregnant before the end of the game. 

Jennifer arrives with Rocky (Jennifer path)

•  Squeeze her ass / Cup her chest

D and Jennifer get food and alcohol from the beach shack (Jennifer path)

•  Scissors / Paper / Rock

*NOTE: If you choose “scissors” or “rock”, then D will steal the food while Jennifer keeps 
watch. 



You can choose how far Jennifer will go to distract the guy in the shack so he doesn’t catch D 
stealing from him. 

If you choose “paper”, then Jennifer will steal the food while D keeps watch. 
You can choose how far D will go to distract the guy in the shack so he doesn’t catch Jennifer 
stealing from him. 

•  Scissors or Rock (Jennifer keeps watch while D rounds up the food and drink)

•  Show some thigh / Show some nipple / Do nothing

*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose either of the first two options 
to progress.

•  Show some ass / Do nothing

*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose the first option to progress.

•  Drop the towel / Do nothing

*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose the first option to allow the 
guy to see Jennifer completely naked.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

•  Paper (Dee keeps watch while Jennifer rounds up the food and drink)

•  Show some thigh / Show some cleavage / Do nothing

*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose either of the first two options 
to progress.

•  Show some ass / Do nothing

*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose the first option to progress.

•  Drop the towel / Do nothing



*NOTE: Choosing “Do nothing” will end the scene. So choose the first option to allow the 
guy to see D completely naked.

D and Jennifer find a special item (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: D and Jennifer find a gift card for an adult store in their food box. They will use this 
card in a future update to buy a special sex toy. 

F, D and Jennifer sex scene on the beach (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene with Jennifer will differ depending on if you had sex with Jennifer on 
Day 42 or not. 
If you did not have sex with Jennifer yet, then she will still be a virgin in this scene. 
The scene will run for a bit longer in this case. 

*VERY IMPORTANT: If the Pregnancy path is set to YES, then you will get both Dee and 
Jennifer pregnant in this scene. 
Therefore, both D and Jennifer will be pregnant before the end of the game. 

Cassandra in bed (Cassandra path)

*NOTE: This scene will not happen if you are on the Cassandra path. 

Day 47
D and F have morning sex 

*NOTE: There are three alternate scenes here, depending on whose path you are on. 

One of Georgina, Elena or Jennifer will join F and D in this scene if you are on their path. 
If you are only one of these girls’ paths, then that girl will join F and D for morning sex.



*If you are on the Georgina AND the Elena paths, then Georgina will join F and D for 
morning sex.

*If you are on the Elena AND the Jennifer paths, then Elena will join F and D for morning 
sex.

*You need to have Elena set to NO and Jennifer set to YES in the menu for Jennifer to join F 
and D for morning sex. 

D has a shower by herself 

*NOTE: This scene only happens as long as you are NOT on the Martin/F sharing path. 

• Are you on the pill -2 LOVE PTS / Don’t ask (BEST OPTION)

D receives a gift from Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

• Tell him about the shoes / Tell him about the dildo 

*IMPORTANT: If you choose “Tell him about the shoes”, then this will close the Martin/F 
sharing path. 

If you choose “Tell him about the dildo”, then the Martin/F sharing path will remain open. 
You will also get to view a scene where D masturbates with a black rubber dildo while F 
watches.

D hand F have breakfast together

• Be firm -5 LOVE PTS / Be understanding +5 LOVE PTS

Cassandra meets F and D at the house (Cassandra path)

*NOTE: These options below are for the Cassandra path only.

• For the idea / Against the idea

*IMPORTANT: If you choose “For the idea”, then this will continue the Cassandra path. 
You will also get to view a special scene with Cassandra later in the day.



If you choose “Against the idea”, then this will close the Cassandra path. 

Cassandra and D take a boat ride (Cassandra path)

*NOTE: If you are on the Cassandra path then she will kiss D in front of a couple of 
strangers.

F and Rachel at the nudist beach

• Look -3 LOVE PTS / Don’t look +3 LOVE PTS

• Look down -3 LOVE PTS / Don’t look +3 LOVE PTS 

D fights with Tyra in the town square

• Fight back +3 LOVE PTS 

*IMPORTANT: If you choose “Fight back”, it will be the BEST OPTION, but only if you 
are not on the Pregnancy path. 
You will not contact modelling agent Aleksandr Ivanovich who F and D met at the 
competition.

If you choose “Talk back” or if you are ON the Pregnancy path, then this will be bad for D’s 
modelling career. 
At some point, F will contact modelling agent Aleksandr Ivanovich who F and D met at the 
competition.

Cassandra takes photos of D in a studio 

• Pose #1 / Pose #2 / Pose #3 

*NOTE: You can choose these poses in any order.

Cassandra and D fool around in the studio (Cassandra path)

• Continue watching / Join in



This is the Non-Pregnancy path.

*NOTE: You will get both of these options above if you chose “Your future is important” on 
Day 46.

• Join in

• Door #1 / Door #2 

*Door #1 is F and D in the sixty-niner position while D and Cassandra also go down on F.

*Door #2 is Cassandra going down on F and also teasing D’s pussy.

• D / Cassandra

• D

• Cum / Change it up
*Make sure to choose “Change it up” if you want to also have sex with Cassandra in this 
scene. 

• Cassandra
*You will have sex with Cassandra and then with D. 

*NOTE: After you have had sex with both girls, they will give you a dual BJ before the end 
of the scene. 

• Continue watching 

*NOTE:  You will watch Cassandra and D engage in the sixty-niner position and use a sex 
toy on each other.
Once the girls have finished, they will give you a dual BJ before the end of the scene. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

This is the Pregnancy path.

*NOTE: You will only get the “Join in” option if you chose either “Answer her” on Day 41 
or “Whatever will be will be” on Day 46.



• Join in

• Door #1 / Door #2 

*Door #1 is F and D in the sixty-niner position while D and Cassandra also go down on F.

*Door #2 is Cassandra going down on F and also teasing D’s pussy.

• D / Cassandra

*NOTE: You will cum inside Cassandra if you pick either option, and she will fall pregnant 
along with D. 

F and D drive home from the studio

*NOTE: The Pregnancy path option will now be available in the Relationships Menu. It will 
be set to YES or NO depending on your previous choices. 

D’s phone call to Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

*If you chose to “Tell him about the shoes” when F asked D what the gift in the box was, 
then the Martin/F sharing path will come to an END here. 
*If you chose to “Tell him about the dildo” when F asked D what the gift in the box was, then 
the Martin/F sharing path will CONTINUE. 

F goes down on D in the bedroom

*NOTE: These options below are only available if you have the “Anal” option set to “Yes” 
in the relationships menu. 
If you choose “Keep Going”, then F will make D cum. 

• Lick her asshole / Keep going

• Finger her asshole / Keep going

F and D get ready for their night out 



• Go without +2 LOVE PTS 

*NOTE: These options below will not come up if you’re on the Olivia/D threesome path.

• It should be okay -2 LOVE PTS  / Other +2 LOVE PTS 

*IMPORTANT: These two options below are for two locations for your date with D. 
They will only come up on the screen if you are NOT on the Olivia/D threesome path.

• Option #1 / Option #2

*Option #1 means you will have a date with D on a luxury superyacht. 
*Option #2 means you will have a date with D at a club event with a very unusual theme. 

*NOTE: If you are on the Olivia/D threesome path then you will automatically take D to the 
club event (Option #2).

F and D drive to the destination of their date

• Keep it the same -2 LOVE PTS  / I like the idea +2 LOVE PTS 

Date night on the superyacht with D (Option #1)

*NOTE: This scene is only available if you are NOT on the Olivia/D threesome path and 
you choose “Option #1”.

• Squeeze her boob +1 LOVE PT / French kiss +1 LOVE PT / Touch between her legs 

*NOTE: If you choose “Touch between her legs” and you also decide for D to “Go without” 
(not wear any panties), then +2 LOVE PTS
If you chose for D to “Wear panties” then +1 LOVE PT

• Stop +3 LOVE PTS 

*NOTE: If you choose “Continue”, then F and D will climax. 
If you choose “Stop”, F will take D to bed and they will have sex in a different position and 
then climax. 

Club event with Olivia and Graham (Option #2)

• Olivia and Dee / Graham and F



“Lock and Key” mini-game (Olivia+Graham path)

*IMPORTANT: You will be given three (key) options to choose from below. 
Each key will give you a different combination for you and for your daughter. 
The better the option, the hotter the scene! 

• Key #1 / Key #7 / Key #11

*If you choose “Key #1”, then you will be paired with Olivia, and D will be paired with a 
guy named Rafael. 
*If you choose “Key #7”, then you will be paired with Olivia, and D will be paired with 
Graham.

*If you choose “Key #11”, then you will be paired with D, and Olivia will be paired with 
Graham (Best Option).  
There will be a bonus part to this scene that includes Olivia and Graham. 

*NOTE: If you are NOT on the Olivia/D threesome path, and you choose “Option #2”, then 
in this version of the “Lock and Key” event, 
F can only choose Key #11 and you will get an automatic +5 LOVE PTS
The extra special part of the scene that happens on the Olivia/D threesome path will not 
feature here. 

D’s late-night video call with Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: If you have the Anal path set to “Yes” then the dialogue will be slightly different 
during this scene between D and Martin. 
This dialogue will suggest something that could take place in a future update of the game.

D’s nightmare about Tyra 

*NOTE: If you are on the Georgina path, then D will fall asleep next to her in the spare 
room. 
There will be a special scene between D and Georgina that will take place here. 



Day 48

Morning scene (waking up with or without D)

*NOTE: If you are on the Georgina path, then you will wake up in bed alone. 
The girls will be in bed together in the spare room. 

F and D discuss Martin during the car trip (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

• End things with Martin / Agree to contact Martin
*If you choose to “End things with Martin” then the Martin/F sharing path will come to an 
END here. 
*If you chose to “Agree to contact Martin” then the Martin/F sharing path will CONTINUE. 

D does a questionnaire with F (mini-game) 

• I Love U +2 LOVE PTS
• Fads +2 LOVE PTS
• Starving For Your Love +2 LOVE PTS
• Little Biscuit Pet +2 LOVE PTS
• Day 19 -10 LOVE PTS / Day 21 +5 LOVE PTS / Day 23 -10 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you get every question wrong, then you won’t get a special gift from your 
daughter. 
*If you get 1-2 questions correct then your daughter will give you a handjob. 
*If you get 3-4 questions correct then your daughter will give you a blowjob. 

*If you get all 5 questions correct, then you and your daughter will have sex on the hood of 
the car (Best Option)
• Keep going / Change positions +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you choose “Keep going”, then F and D will climax. 
If you choose “Change positions”, F will take D will have sex in a different position and then 
climax.



F and D pick up Martin from Sunshine Airport (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

D goes with Martin to Sunshine Bay university (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

F goes with D to the hair salon

• Style #2 +5 LOVE PTS

D and F her in the bathroom

• Suck her nipple +1 LOVE PT / Lick her clit +2 LOVE PTS

D invites Elena, Jennifer or Elena+Jennifer to Sunshine Bay

*NOTE: D will call Elena if the player is on the Elena path (and not the Jennifer path)
D will call Jennifer if the player is on the Jennifer path (and not the Elena path)
D will call Elena if the player is on the Elena and the Jennifer paths

IMPORTANT: Depending on who you call here will determine what kind of night you will 
have after the party with Koko on Day 49. 

D shows F her dress for the evening

• Looks great +1 LOVE PT / Perfect +2 LOVE PTS / A ten +3 LOVE PTS

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

*NOTE: These scenes below only happen if you are NOT on the Martin/F 

sharing path. 



F and D visit a local nightclub and go dancing together

 • Grab her breast +1 LOVE POINT / Bump and Grind +2 LOVE POINTS
 • Suggest champagne -5 LOVE POINTS / Agree with her +5 LOVE POINTS

 • Grope her boobs +2 LOVE POINTS / Grope her ass +2 LOVE POINTS

F and D go back to the hotel room

• Missionary / Reverse cowgirl 

*NOTE: You can choose both options in either order. 
If you have “Anal” set to ON, then you will have the option to have anal sex with Dee in the 
“Reverse Cowgirl” position.

Bonus sex scenes with your daughter (not available on the Martin path)

• Sagittarius sex +1 LOVE POINT / Sacred offering +3 LOVE POINTS

*NOTE: You can ONLY choose one of these options. 
*If you have “Anal” set to ON, then you will have the option to have anal sex with Dee and 
cream pie her ass (see options below).

• Keep going / *Fuck her ass

• Keep going 
• Creampie her pussy 

• Fuck her ass
• Creampie her ass

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

*NOTE: These scenes below only happen if you are ON the Martin/F 

sharing path. 



D receives a phone call from Martin (Martin path)

Now instead of having a night on the town with just your daughter, Martin will be joining 
you. 
The evening scenes will be significantly different to the non-Martin path.

F and D arrive at Martin’s hotel room (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

• Answer him / Let “D” answer

*NOTE: If you choose “Let “D” answer” him, then Martin will greet her with a kiss.

F, D and Martin go to a local bar together (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happen if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

F, D and Martin go back to your hotel room (Martin path)

*NOTE: These scenes only happens if you are ON the Martin/F sharing path. 

• Try anal / Continue

*NOTE: You will only get the “Try anal” if you have “Anal” set to ON, otherwise, 
“Continue” will be the only option available. 
If you choose “Try anal”, then Martin will have anal sex with D while she goes down on you.

•  DP Dee / Continue

*NOTE: If you choose “DP Dee”, then you and Martin will double penetrate your daughter.
If you choose “Continue”, then you will get to view a scene where the guys take turns having 



sex with Dee.
You will not get to view this scene if you choose the “DP Dee” option. 

F, D and Martin go back to your hotel room (Martin path)

• Disagree with Martin / Agree with Martin

*NOTE: Choosing “Disagree with Martin” is the better option here. 
By selecting this option, you will get to view a bonus sex scene with just D and Martin 
without you (F) present, early the next morning (see below on Day 49).
Your sexual relationship with Martin will continue and the ending to this path at the 
conclusion of the game will be significantly different to the ending if you choose “Agree with 
Martin”.

Day 49

F and D have sunrise sex

*NOTE: This scene only happens as long as you are NOT on the Martin/F sharing path.

Your daughter has sunrise sex with Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you choose “Disagree with Martin” before you went to 
sleep the night before. 
If you have the “Pregnancy” option set to ON, there will be a brief discussion between Martin 
and D about the risks of her getting pregnant.

Your daughter says goodbye to Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: The dialogue here will be significantly different depending on if you chose to 
“Disagree with Martin” or “Agree with Martin” before you went to sleep the night before. 



This will be Martin’s final involvement in the story until the various endings of the game are 
revealed. 

Your daughter has a nightmare

*NOTE: There will be two different nightmare scenes here. 

If you have the “Pregnancy” option set to NO then Dee will have a nightmare about Rachel. 
You will also get this scene if you have the “Pregnancy” option set to YES, but you are also 
not on the Elena, Jennifer or Georgina paths.

If you have the “Pregnancy” path set to YES and you are also on the Elena path (Jennifer and 
Georgina set to OFF), then Dee will have a specific nightmare that only involves Elena. 

If you have the “Pregnancy” path set to YES and you are also on the Jennifer path (Elena set 
to OFF), then Dee will have a specific nightmare that only involves Jennifer. 

If you have the “Pregnancy” path set to YES and you are also on the Georgina path (Elena set 
to OFF), then Dee will have a specific nightmare that involves Georgina. 

If you have the “Pregnancy” path set to YES and you are also on the Elena and the Jennifer 
paths, then Dee will have a specific nightmare that involves both Elena and Jennifer. 

If you have the “Pregnancy” path set to YES and you are also on the Elena and the Georgina 
paths, then Dee will have a specific nightmare that involves both Elena and Georgina. 

F and D have an important meeting with Cassandra and Koko’s agent

*NOTE: Georgina will be briefly present in this scene if you are on the Georgina path.

• Lesser and stronger +2 LOVE PTS / Decisive +5 LOVE PTS / Charisma +2 LOVE 
PTS
• Criticism +2 LOVE PTS / Holds a grudge +2 LOVE PTS / Conflict +5 LOVE PTS
• Career +2 LOVE PTS / Love and Happiness +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: As you can see, there are plenty of love points above available, and they could be 
the difference between your daughter getting one of Koko’s career roles or another. 
So keep that in mind if you have been collecting the love points since the start of the game. 



F and D have brunch with Georgina (Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ON the Georgina path. 

IMPORTANT: If you are also on the Elena path, then you and your daughter will tell 
Georgina about your relationship with both of them. 

Elena and/or Jennifer arrive(s) in Sunshine Bay (Elena path) (Jennifer 
path) 

*NOTE: If you are on the Elena path, then she will call you from the airport. 
 If you are on the Jennifer path, then she will call you from the airport. 
 If you are on the Elena and Jennifer paths, then she will call you from the airport. 

D has a phone call with Koko 

*NOTE: If you are on the Elena path, then Koko will give you an extra ticket for her private 
party that night. 
If you are on the Jennifer path, then Koko will give you an extra ticket for her private party 
that night. 
If you are on the Elena and the Jennifer paths, then Koko will give you an extra ticket for her 
private party that night. 

D feels sick in the bathroom

*NOTE: This part of the scene only happens if you have the Pregnancy path set to ON.
This scene is suggesting what could happen in the near future. 

F and D go clothes shopping

*NOTE: You will only go with D to this store, as long as you are not on the Elena, Jennifer 
or Georgina paths. 



• Stunning +1 LOVE PT / Breathtaking +2 LOVE PTS 

F and D go clothes shopping  (Elena path) (Jennifer path) (Georgina path)

*NOTE: You will go with D to the store, and no one else, as long as you are not on the 
Elena, Jennifer or Georgina paths. 
If you are on the Elena path, then she will join you and D at the clothes store. 
If you are on the Jennifer path, then she will join you and D at the clothes store. 
If you are on the Georgina path, she will ONLY join you and D at the clothes store if the 
Elena path is set to NO.

If you are on the Elena and Jennifer paths, then they will join you and D at the clothes store.

*NOTE: These options below only come up if you are on both the Elena and the Jennifer 
paths. 

• Jennifer / Elena 

If you choose “Jennifer”, then there will be a special scene between you and Elena.
If you choose “Elena”, then there will be a special scene between you and Jennifer.

F and D have a bath together (Dee only path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are not on the Elena, Jennifer or Georgina paths. 

• Clean her pussy / Wash her breasts

F and D get ready for Koko’s party

• Splendid +2 LOVE PTS / Desirable +1 LOVE PT

D takes a shower (Elena path) (Jennifer path)



If you are on the Elena path, then she will join D in the bathroom.
If you are on the Jennifer path, then she will join D in the bathroom.
If you are on both the Elena and Jennifer paths, then they will both join D in the bathroom.

Georgina has a heart-to-heart with D (Georgina path)

If you are on the Georgina path, then she will have a talk with D in the bedroom.
This will also happen if you are on the Georgina and Elena paths at the same time. 

D and F are scanned by security at the party

• Object +5 LOVE PTS / Let him proceed -5 LOVE PTS 

D and F meet some special guests at Koko’s party

• A little +2 LOVE PTS / Quite a bit +5 LOVE PTS / A lot -5 LOVE PTS 
• A job +1 LOVE PT / Happiness +2 LOVE PTS / Love +5 LOVE PTS 
• Influencer +5 LOVE PTS / TV Hostess +2 LOVE PTS / Model +1 LOVE PT

D and F run into a famous singer-songwriter (Elena path) (Jennifer path) 
(Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene will slightly differ depending on which paths you are on. 
i.e If you are only dating D, then she will have a photo with the famous singer. 
If you are also seeing Elena, then both she and D will have a photo with the famous singer. 

Koko and Leah announce the two winners who will work for them

*IMPORTANT: This is where your love points total and other choices you’ve made during 
the game will determine which ending you get with your daughter. 

To get the”INFLUENCER ROLE”, you must: 



- have the “Pregnancy” option in the Relationship Menu set to “Yes” 
- have less than 500 Love Points, and/or 
- be seeing someone else aside from your daughter (Elena, Jennifer, Georgina)

To get the”WORKING WITH KOKO ROLE”, you must: 
- have the “Pregnancy option” in the Relationship Menu set to “No” 
- have more than 500 Love Points, and
- you must ONLY be dating your daughter (all other paths must be set to “No”. However, 
“Anal” can still be set to “Yes”)

Overall, the “WORKING WITH KOKO ROLE” will lead to a much better game ending.

Rachel is reunited with her father

*IMPORTANT: Later in the game you will have the option to see Rachel again, which will 
lead to a special scene that features you, D and Rachel.

D and F have a private chat with Koko

• Tell her the truth / Don’t tell her

*NOTE: If you choose “Tell her the truth”, you will get to view an alternate game ending 
that involves Koko. 
This choice will not affect the job role that D has been given though.

Georgina and Elena get to know each other better (Elena path + Georgina 
path)

*NOTE: You need to be on both the Elena and the Georgina paths to view this scene.

D and F sex scene at the hotel (Dee only path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are ONLY on the Dee path. 
You cannot be on the Elena, Jennifer or/and Georgina paths to view this scene.

• Bra / Panties
• Squeeze her ass / Tease her pussy
• Blowjob / Cunnilingus



• Missionary / Doggy / Riding
*NOTE: You can choose all three of these options in any order. 

• Titfuck / Foot Fetish / Rimming
*NOTE: You can only choose one of these options.
The “Rimming” option is only available if you have the “Anal” path set to “Yes”.

• Spoon / Reverse / Lay back
*NOTE: You can choose all three of these options in any order. 

• Cum on her breasts / Cum on her face 

D, Elena and F sex scene at the hotel (Elena path)

*NOTE: This scene only happen if you are on the Elena path.

You will get a variety of sex scenes with both girls here

• Cum in their mouths / Cum on their breasts / Cum on their faces

D, Jennifer and F sex scene at the hotel (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene only happen if you are on the Jennifer path.

You will get a variety of sex scenes with both girls here. And they will take very good care of 
you as well!

• Cum in their mouths / Cum on their breasts / Cum on their faces

D, Georgina and F sex scene at the hotel (Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene only happen if you are on the Georgina path. 

You will get a variety of sex scenes with both girls here. And they will take very good care of 
you as well!

• Cum in their mouths / Cum on their breasts / Cum on their faces



D, Elena, Georgina and F sex scene at the hotel (Elena + Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are on the Georgina AND the Elena paths. 

You will get a variety of sex scenes with all three girls here. And they will take very good 
care of you as well!

• Cum in their mouths / Cum on their breasts / Cum on their faces

D, Elena, Jennifer and F sex scene at the hotel  (Elena+Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene will only happen if you are on the Elena AND the Jennifer paths. 

You will get a variety of sex scenes with all three girls here. And they will take very good 
care of you as well!

• Cum in their mouths / Cum on their breasts / Cum on their faces


